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OUR MISSION
Our Association, Mám Dron, is fully aware of the enormous potential of
unmanned aerial technologies and their deployment in numerous industries
and services. Abroad, this topic strongly resonates across various professional
international and local conferences and trade fairs, as a sign of the current
rapid development of the domain.
Slovakia still lacking this type of event, we believe that the DRONTEX
Conference will fill this gap and offer room for communication and
cooperation of professionals in production, distribution and services related to
UAV.
We have designed the DRONTEX Conference as a one-day event divided into
three thematic blocks with the keynote speakers being professionals in the
fields of unmanned aerial technology development, unmanned aerial
operations management, and representatives of companies providing UAV
applications for surveying, cartography, energy and services.
If this inagural conference proves successful, we aim to follow the trend, and
create a tradition of events with high added value for the entire drone
community in Slovakia.

Rastislav Sopko
President of the Mám Dron
Association
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EVENT INFORMATION
Date
Thursday, Oct 20th, 2022
(to be confirmed)

Capacity
150 participants
Target audience
Unmanned aerial technology professionals
Representatives of companies providing
professional UAV services
Representatives of cartographic, geodetic,
construction, and energy industries
Representatives of state institutions (MDaV SR,
MO SR, MH SR, MV SR)
Representatives of local goverments (ZMOS)

OBJECTIVES
Create the first professional
event format for unmanned
aerial technologies in Slovakia
Create a platform for
professional discussion and
experience sharing
Publicize the use of UAV for the
common good
Assist in opening opportunities
for the development of UAVrelated economy within the
country
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PRELIMINARY AGENDA
Introduction
Arrival and registration of the participants
Introductions and welcoming of the participants - the Mám Dron Association
Address by the Conference Ambassador
Presentation of the Mám Dron Association and its activities

TOPIC 1: Legislation and management of the unmanned aerial operations
EU strategy in the UAV 2.0 domain to support sustainable and smart mobility
Global UTM Association
U-Space implementation strategy in Slovakia
Upcoming changes in regulations for UAS operations
Position of ANSP in the management and planning of UAS operations
Integration of manned and unmanned aerial traffic
Panel discussion

TOPIC 2: The use of UAV in industries and services
Efficiency of UAV in power line surveys
UAV applications in geodesy
UAV data collection and processing for cartography
UAV applications in agriculture
Autonomous UAS operations in logistics

TOPIC 3: Technological innovations for manned and unmanned aerial systems
„Drone in the box“ as the next step towards autonomous operations
Direct remote identification modules
Presentation of the eVTOL concept
Closing statement, summary and the next steps (declaration)
Networking
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PARTNERS

Become a partner of the UAV economy development in Slovakia!
Technological development of unmanned aerial technologies and sensors allows for more efficient, accurate, and cheaper
data collection in energy, construction, geodesy, healthcare and many other sectors. UAV not only successfully demostrate
their potential in enterpreneurship and economy development, but also contribute significantly to the protection of the
environment. As DRONTEX Conference partner, your brand will become a part of this rapidly developing segment that, on top
of industry and services, promises to impact significantly the personal transport and transport of goods in the near future.

Partnership benefits
Gain exposure!

Become a partner of the future!

The DRONTEX Conference is the first of
its kind in Slovakia! Therefore, as its
partner you will gain exclusivity in the
domain of safe and efficient use of UAV
for the common good..

Drones are the future! This has been proven by the rapidly
growing investment in the segment of eVTOL vehicles, as
well as the new opportunities where drones clearly
display their efficiency and environmental friendliness.

Build your brand!

Become a patron of the community!

As a partner of the DRONTEX
Conference, you and your brand will
become interconnected with the latest
technological domain positively
perceived by a broad target audience.

The community of UAV experts and enthusiasts in
Slovakia is growing every day. You support will contribute
significantly to the increase the positive motivation of
individuals and companies to further develop drone flying
in Slovakia.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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